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Thank You for Your Generosity!
Dear Friends,
As we reflect back on 2021, the Board is in awe of the dedication and resiliency of our Annunciation
faculty, administration and especially our students. Our remarkable faculty and administration worked
tirelessly to ensure a safe and positive learning environment for students to thrive under challenging
circumstances. For the 2021-2022 fiscal year, the Foundation continues to support programs
focusing on the mental health of our school community while also supporting necessary educational
initiatives. Your generous donations will continue to fund a school guidance counselor who will
support the children as they continue to navigate unprecedented times and everyday challenges.
This area of need will continue to grow as the effects of the pandemic still trickle into our everyday
lives. Additionally, your generosity is helping to replace older SmartBoards with new technology
to enhance the classroom experience and also provide learning materials and educational kits for
students. In addition, the Foundation allocated funds for emergency tuition assistance and valuable
professional development for faculty. Your dedication makes it possible for the Foundation to provide
resources to ensure AES continues to be at the forefront of Catholic education. Our Annunciation
School community, both current and past, continues to drive Catholic education forward and provide
opportunities for current students, and those to come, to benefit from an Annunciation school
experience. On behalf of the entire Board, thank you for your generosity, and may God continue to
bless you and AES.

Board of Directors:
Laura Ennis Finneran
President

Sincerely,

Caitlin Liberatori
Principal, Ex-officio
Rev. Robert F. Grippo
Pastor, Ex-officio

Laura Finneran
President

Joseph Houlihan ‘68
Secretary
Neil Scanlon
Treasurer
Melissa Spero

Total Assets Top $651,000
(And Counting!)
The 2020-2021 fundraising year was an
overwhelmingly successful year for the Foundation
under challenging circumstances. We raised over
$180,000 surpassing our goal of $120,000 by almost
$60,000! At year end, the Foundation’s total net assets
were $651,000 after providing a $35,000 grant to
support important school initiatives.

Vice President
Judee Arnstein ‘68
Tina Pietrantuono DellaMonica ‘86
Aisling DeSola
Michael Gilchrist ‘79
Michelle Gillan Larkin
Patrick McElhatton
Mary Ellen Melnyk
Christine Pilone
John Spillane
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A Message from the Principal
Dear Friends of Annunciation:
Thank you, once again, for your generosity and contributions to the AES Crestwood
Foundation. As benefactors, you continue to make many things possible for
Annunciation School, and our students, staff, and community benefit greatly.
The past school year forced Annunciation School out of our comfort zone once again.
We combatted the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic; we split our population to
occupy both Annunciation School and Our Lady of Fatima Breen Hall, ensuring inperson learning as an option for all students. For those who desired to attend school
remotely, we integrated essential technology, and since our 2020 grant assisted
with funding our staff Google training, our teachers were ready, willing, and able to
accommodate students remotely and in-person. Change is never easy, but it gives us the opportunity to
move away from the familiar and reinvent ourselves. Last year, Annunciation School did just that!
In the 21-22 school year, we are continuing to see education evolve. Our administration spent the summer
analyzing data and creating a plan to reopen with the safety and best interests of our students and staff
paramount. Though the pandemic will continue to impact our operations, we have put initiatives in place that
are tailored to our students and will help us to emerge from these challenging times.
With the help of the Foundation grant this year, we will integrate Tier II of our school counselor program.
Students' mental health needs are at an all-time high. As we predicted last year, we see the need for this
continued service and luckily, we will be able to welcome our counselor in for group and individual sessions,
which will provide our students with tools to navigate the stress and anxiety of everyday life.
As technology demands increase, we are working to modify existing technology within the classrooms.
With the help of the Foundation grant this year, we will begin a multi-year goal of updating our SmartBoard
technology in the classrooms and will purchase new, state of the art technology for teachers to utilize for
instruction.
We also allocated a small portion of the current grant to emergency tuition assistance. In times where our
families have been in need, we work with them to ensure they are still able to attend our school and deal
with whatever financial burdens arise. We never want families to remove their children from our school
due to financial hardship. There is tremendous value in stabilizing attendance and enrollment, even when
external factors come into play.
Thankfully, due to hard work and enrollment initiatives, our 21-22 school year enrollment is strong. We went
into this school year with waiting lists for several grades, and we know that our commitment to growth will
help this continue.
Above, I have outlined a few of the ways The AES Foundation has impacted Annunciation School. With
your help, Annunciation School can continue to evolve and thrive. As we approach each school day, we are
reminded that, with God’s grace and a strong education, we can make the changes needed to succeed in an
ever-changing environment. Whatever comes our way, Annunciation School will remain a pillar of Catholic
education for the next 80 years and beyond!		
								Sincerely,

								Caitlin Liberatori
								Principal
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A Record-Breaking Year for Fundraising
by The AES Crestwood Foundation
Despite the emotional and financial distress caused by the
lingering COVID-19 pandemic, monetary support for the
Foundation and our school has never been stronger.
Over $180,000 was raised for the 2020-2021 fiscal year, thanks
to the generosity of 420 donors. Perhaps even more impressive,
the fundraising goal for the entire 2020-2021 fiscal year was
surpassed within the first few months, largely due to the
tremendous success of our Annual Appeal challenge. Our
$40,000 challenge was not only met, but topped by more than
$27,000. These challenge dollars, coupled with regular yearend gifts, resulted in an astounding sum of more than $100,000
in one month alone! Furthermore, the number of donations
increased by 13% over the prior year, and the average gift size
was greater, too.
Such banner success can be attributed to increased annual fund
donations from current supporters (including alumni, parents of
alumni, current school families, and parishioners/friends of the
school), and a new crop of extremely generous donors among
the younger families at school. A special shout out to our Pre-K
and Kindergarten classes, new to the school and fully supporting
the Foundation.
As in years past, a fundraising campaign was initiated in honor of
the Feast of the Annunciation, yielding more than $11,000 from
62 donations. A generous match of $5,000 got the ball rolling,
which brought the final campaign tally close to $17,000.
In addition, the Class Representatives Program made a
significant impact on the year’s totals, with an enthusiastic and
dedicated group of 50 alumni raising nearly $13,000 from their
former classmates, handily surpassing their $10,000 goal.
It’s safe to say there are few communities that rally around
Catholic education like Annunciation’s current and
former members, and this is just another shining
example. A deep and heartfelt thank you to all
who contributed. Please know that your support
plays a tremendous role in ensuring the success
and longevity of Annunciation School. And, it
directly benefits the students who have an even
brighter future because of your generosity and
big-picture thinking.

The AES Crestwood Foundation, Inc.
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Memorial and Honorar y Gifts
Remembering Friends and Loved Ones with Your Giving

Each year, donors to the Foundation make gifts in honor and in memory of their friends, family, teachers, and
fellow alumni. The following individuals inspired others to make gifts to the Foundation in their memory.
We keep them in our prayers.
In Honor of all Alumni & Teachers of AES
Thomas W. Schultze ‘75
In Honor of the Feast of the Annunciation
Laura Finneran
Angelo Squillante ‘18
Jennifer and Neil Squillante
Neil Squillante III, ‘16
In Honor of Mary Gormley Martin ‘68
John Gormley ‘74
In Honor of Robert Tedaldi
Barbara Tedaldi ‘70 and Paul Lepley
In Memory of Daniel G. Amend ‘57
Ursula Amend Morris ‘59
In Memory of Irene Bertolini ‘83 and Ellen
O’Connor ‘83
McSherry Family Charitable Trust
In Memory of Kyle Boulhosa ‘03
Maura and Jerry Andrews
Margaret Leyden ‘98
Catherine and John Murphy '73
In Memory of Patricia and Walter Brown
Megan Brown ‘74 and Christopher Powers
In Memory of Antonino Cipriano
Valerie Cipriano
Tina Pietrantuono ’86 and Christopher
DellaMonica
In Memory of Constantine Comas
Teresa Comas
In Memory of Michael DeSola
Florence DeSola
In Memory of Judith Grace Horncastle
DiMenna ‘57
Nicholas DiMenna
In Memory of Sally and Gene Donovan
Angela Donovan ‘57 and Eugene
Donovan Jr.
In Memory of Monsignor Dugan
Richard Spota ‘53
In Memory of Georgina and William Ennis
Laura Finneran
The Charitable Foundation of the Burns
Family, Inc.

Who will you
remember or honor
with your gift to this
year’s Annual Fund?

Donate now!
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In Memory of Joseph Felice
Jessica and Jason Felice
In Memory of Ann, Charles, & Michael ‘67
Florio
Catherine Florio Revellese ‘74
In Memory of Eileen and Martin Golden
Eileen Golden
In Memory of Mary and Jack Gormley
Karen Gormley-Vitale ‘71
John Gormley ‘74
In Memory of Helen Hoffman
Kenneth Hoffman ‘57
In Memory of Richard Kelley, Jr. ‘73
Robert Weireter ‘73
In Memory of Alice Lorraine McIntosh Kirk
Alan Dworetzky
Nancy Faris
Baila and Bruce Waldholtz
In Memory of Helen and Bill Ludt
William Ludt ‘61
In Memory of John “Jack” Lundin ‘16
Diane Clerkin
In Memory of Robert Courtney Mangone ‘54
Carolyn Mangone White ‘60
In Memory of Joan and Patrick J. Marrinan
Patrick Marrinan ‘70
Mary Ellen and Peter Marrinan ‘76
In Memory of Richard Matulat
Joseph Dimenna
In Memory of Francis, Katherine, Joseph
and Elizabeth McAnaney
Anonymous
In Memory of Mary Virginia McArthur
Donald McArthur ‘60
In Memory of Annie McMahon ‘11 and Allie
Sullivan ‘07
Bernadette and Vincent Leva
In Memory of Thomas McQuillan ‘68
David McGovern ‘83
In Memory of Edward G. McSherry
McSherry Family Charitable Trust
In Memory of Stephen M. Melnyk
Mary Ellen Melnyk and James D'Arcangelo
Suzanne Melnyk Tripp ‘81
In Memory of Eileen Moylan ‘65
Joan Moylan ‘63 and Karl Mosch
In Memory of Brendan Moyna
Cara and Patrick Cronin
The Class of 2010
Kathleen Gilchrist Moyna ‘84
Maureen and Martin Noonan

In Memory of Brendan Murphy
Catherine and John Murphy '73
In Memory of Teresa and Larry Nugent
Teresa and James Nugent ‘59
In Memory of William V. O'Connor
Anne M. O'Connor
In Memory of The O'Loughlin Family
Mary O'Loughlin Knowles ‘65
In Memory of Janet and Rory O’Moore
Thomas B. O’Moore '71
In Memory of Sister Frances Rose ‘50
Anonymous
In Memory of Stephen Shea ‘55
Adelaide Amend ‘50
In Memory of Marie and Greg Spero
Elizabeth and Gregory Spero ‘74
Melissa and Peter Spero ‘83
In Memory of Allie Sullivan ‘07
Margaret Leyden ‘98
Catherine and John Murphy '73
Katie ‘78 and Daniel Sullivan ‘78
Ryann and Matthew Sullivan ‘03
In Memory of Ellen and Austin Tierney
Joan and Frederick Tierney
In Memory of Constance P. Trainor
Joyce Trainor Altieri ‘55
In Memory of John A. White, Sr.
Yvette and Christopher White ‘74
In Memory of Michael White ’05 and Sean
White ‘07
Irene and Richard Gill
In Memory of Jerome Wigle
Marilyn Wigle Connors ‘57

Class of 2021 & Their Resilience
The Class of 2021 entered Annunciation School as
the first Pre-K class. They received their diplomas
on June 12, 2021, creating yet another “first.” It
was the first graduation ceremony in Annunciation
School’s 79 years to be celebrated outside in the
schoolyard under a large white tent. This was
a stark contrast to our traditional graduation
ceremony held inside of Annunciation Church,
but it was beautiful nonetheless, and one that
celebrated resilience and perseverance.
“Resilience” is a word often used to describe
the students living through the Covid-19 global
pandemic. It is defined by Webster’s Dictionary as
“the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties;
toughness,” and it is a definition which perfectly
captures the strength of the Class of 2021,
who began and ended their 8th grade year in a
provisional classroom in the school gym.
The Class of 2021 embraced their new
environment in this unprecedented year with ease
and grace and their signature good-humor. They
approached learning eagerly and found creative
ways to collaborate with their teachers and
classmates. They created "new" traditions such as
the 8th grade Pumpkin Blaze, monthly theme days,
and made their mark by burying a time capsule
of memories which will be dug up when they
graduate from college.
Our 8th graders remained vigilant in completing
their course requirements and committed to
academics. The Class of 2021 consists of 54

graduates, who this fall will travel all over the
region to attend the high schools of their choice.
Of our 54 Graduates, 5 will attend Archbishop
Stepinac, 2 will attend Dominican Academy, 13
will attend Fordham, 5 will attend Holy Child, 5
will attend Iona, 1 will attend John F. Kennedy
High School, 2 will attend Loyola, 4 will attend
Maria Regina, 1 will attend St. Vincent Ferrer, and
13 will attend Ursuline - with 1 moving to Florida.
Our graduates collectively earned over $900,000
in academic scholarships from our Catholic
high schools, and 23 members of the class were
inducted into the Annunciation Chapter of the
National Junior Honor Society, the requirements
of which included maintaining a 95% average or
above in all subjects for the entirety of the school
year.
Principal Caitlin Libertori wishes every success to
her graduates: “Though it was not a typical year,
individually and together, this 8th grade made
their last year memorable and wildly successful.
Their resilience and ability to pivot set a fine
example for our entire student body. At an early
stage in their lives, they developed strong-will,
determination, and grit to tackle life’s hurdles.
We know this group will have tremendous
opportunities in their future and we look forward
to hearing about their continued success as they
approach their high school endeavors!"
We congratulate the Class of 2021 and can’t wait
to watch them soar!

Perhaps Class of 2021 graduate, Bridget
Merges, says it best as she sums up her
experience this past year, recalling the
challenges and expressing gratitude for
the “spirit of Annunciation” that got her
through: “Overall, I am truly honored to
be enrolled as a student at Annunciation.
Despite all of the uphill challenges, drastic
setbacks, sporadic illnesses, close calls,
and change we endured, we stayed the
course and weathered the storm. That’s
the encapsulated spirit of Annunciation
that is embodied in the community, school
church, faculty, and found in the every
fiber of each student. Not only are we a
vibrant community, we are also a family
within a family.”
The AES Crestwood Foundation, Inc.
Annual Report of Donors 2020-2021
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Messages Received
with Donations:
“On behalf of the Pisani Foundation and
Hogan Family, please accept this token of
appreciation for the incredible education Ryan
and Audrey have received at Annunciation. We
feel truly blessed to be able to contribute to
this outstanding school.”
Patricia Pisani, grandmother of alumna Audrey
Hogan ’18, and current student, Ryan ‘22

“Bob and I cherish the education and religious
formation we got at Annunciation School. We
are often in touch with our 1962 classmates
and enjoy sharing our memories. Wishing all a
healthy and safe 2021!”
Karen Opperman Wasp ’62 & Bob Wasp ’62

"Dear Friends, Just a little something to add to
the pot. :-) Thank you to a school community
who gave me everything I needed to be an
honest member of society who will forever
keep my Catholic principles in the forefront."
Fondly, Patricia DeStasio Griener ‘65

“I make a gift in my late wife, Judith’s,
memory each year on her birthday in
December as a little ‘birthday gift’ in honor of
the many great memories and love she had for
Annunciation School.”
Nicholas DiMenna

“Glad to have read the nice letter from Lynne
P. Brown to members of the Annunciation
Class of ‘66”
Jean O’Leary Gaffney ’66

“AES Crestwood Foundation, Enclosed is my
[gift] for the Foundation. I hope that this will
help in reaching the matching gift. Thank you
for all that you do for our school.”
Elizabeth Conlon, parent of alumni, grandparent of
alumni, current grandparent, & Advisory Council
board member
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Gifts of Stock
A stock portfolio is a valuable asset that can carry
substantial capital gain or appreciation in value.
Gifts of appreciated securities are an excellent way
to make a gift to the Foundation. Donors receive a
charitable tax deduction for the fair market value of
the securities on the day that they are transferred,
and they avoid taxes on capital gains. With careful
planning, you can reduce or even eliminate federal
capital gains tax while supporting Annunciation
School.
Annunciation School Class of 1968 alumna,
Judee Arnstein, has been making annual gifts of
appreciated stock to Annunciation School for a few
years. Judee says, “Giving a gift of appreciated
stock provides me with a tax deduction equal to the
total value of the stock gift, and I do not have to pay
capital gains tax on the stock, which I would have
to do if I sold it outright. It's a great strategy for my
charitable giving plan and for my tax plan! ”
Questions:
Please call Laura Finneran, President of the AES
Crestwood Foundation, at (914) 671-6909 with any
questions you may have regarding making a gift of
stock to Annunciation School or for stock transfer
instructions. To transfer shares electronically, a
donor should contact his/her broker. Please consult
your tax advisor for advice on the tax benefits of
donating appreciated stock.

Education in the Time of COVID
Nothing about the past year and half has been easy or normal,
and while classroom learning was among the heaviest hit areas of
regular life, Annunciation School continues to fulfill its mission to
“enhance and strengthen spiritual values while educating students
to the highest standard of academic excellence” without ever
missing a beat. Teachers and staff have gone above and beyond in
efforts to maintain their commitment to Catholic education while
also following COVID-19 guidelines to keep the safety and best
interest of all parties at the forefront.
Following the initial lockdown in mid-March 2020, teachers and
students jumped right into digital learning platforms and zoomled instruction as an alternative to being in school. All events,
gatherings, and celebrations were cancelled, but the school year
was completed virtually and learning progressed.
Seeing the critical need for in-person learning to resume for all students, our administration analyzed every
guideline and dimension of our school facility to develop a plan that would work to bring the fulfillment of
this need to fruition. Over the summer, classrooms were set up in the former Our Lady of Fatima gym for
students from PreK to 1st grade, with the rest of the student body spread out at Annunciation School, in
order to meet the social distancing requirements. The number of students per classroom was cut nearly in
half, resulting in an extra classroom per grade and the need to hire additional teachers. Even the cafeteria
was transformed into subdivided classroom spaces for our two 8th grade classes!
By the time September 2020 rolled around, everyone was ready and equipped to be back in the classroom
live and in person, with the option of virtual learning for families that were more comfortable staying at
home. Masks were required indoors and out, temperature checks became a daily ritual, and everyone
became accustomed to staying six-feet apart. While most events remained on hold, creativity and planning
allowed for some outdoor events to take place such as the replacement of the 8th grade Halloween carnival
with a drive-through pumpkin blaze.
Funded by the Foundation in the 2019-2020 school year, the new school counselor worked with students
on a regular basis, encouraging them to talk about their worries and fears. Such counseling continues and
remains a welcome and necessary option.
We recently began another school year in the era of COVID. With social distancing guidelines reduced to
3-feet of space, the entire student body is grateful to be back under one roof in the Annunciation School
building! Lunch in the cafeteria is still not an option due to our hearty enrollment of over 400 students. A
welcomed addition is that our students are now able to enjoy the fresh air of recess without a mask, and
outdoor classes are being hosted on a regular basis.
Education as a whole has evolved with the times; how the rest of the year, and years to come, will shape up
is unclear to everyone everywhere at this time, but one thing is certain: Annunciation School has proved
it can weather whatever storm comes its way, and with God’s grace and your prayers, the future remains
bright for our students!

The AES Crestwood Foundation, Inc.
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Remote Learning in Action

“Here at Annunciation School, we have worked to offer a variety of
learning options for our families to choose from: 5 days of in-person
instruction as well as remote learning for 5 days a week. Since the year
presented many challenges for all, we wanted to be able to successfully
meet the needs of each household and tailor learning accordingly. With
our families as partners, we were able to provide all Annunciation students
with a strong Catholic education, rich in faith and academics. Our teachers
taught in-person and remote students simultaneously. We created an
experience where students participating remotely could play active roles
in the classroom and interact with both their teachers and classmates.”
– Caitlin Liberatori, Principal
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Remote Learning Success
“What a different experience remote
learning has been for my children this
year! They interact with their classmates
and teachers as if they were in the
classroom and, even more importantly,
are engaged and learning. Although
they look forward to returning to the
classroom setting, we are in a routine
at home, and it is working! Thank
you Annunciation administration and
teachers for your dedication in making
the remote program a success!”
–Tina and Rich Gannalo
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“This year has been quite a transition, from adjusting to the pandemic
to Alejandro starting a new school, meeting new teachers, and new
friends. I am so appreciative of how everyone in his class embraced
Alejandro in such a loving respectful way. I am forever grateful and so
proud my son attends Annunciation. The thought-out process of how
remote learning will work in this school is impeccable. Thank you to
everyone for putting all of your efforts and positive energy to making
remote learning a great experience!” – Ligia & Alex Guilliard

“The teachers have been an absolute
dream to work with. Assignments are
always posted well in advance and the
lines of communication are always open.
The boys are engaged and experience
class just like they are sitting in the
classroom. While they do miss their
friends and can’t wait to return to
school, with remote learning they
have not missed a beat! Another added
bonus especially with the younger
guy, listening to Mrs. Cucuzza teach a
subject helps me to reinforce the lesson
with Matthew in the same style. The
enrichment is priceless! Thank you so
much to the administration and teachers
for making this style of learning
available and for making it such a great
experience! –Danielle Puglia

Matthew Puglia,

Kindergar ten

, 4th grade

Michael Puglia
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Annual Fund Donors

We are grateful to the following donors who contributed to the success of our
September 2020 to August 2021 campaign!

$5,000 and above

Anonymous
Judee Arnstein ‘68
Vera and Michael Gilchrist ‘79
Julie and Mark Hogan
Mary Theresa Gill ‘75 and John McCombe
Anne M. O’Connor
The Pisani Foundation

$2500 - $4,999

The Charitable Foundation of the Burns
Family, Inc.
Florence DeSola
Mary Ellen Melnyk and James D’Arcangelo
Michele and Neil Scanlon
Robin and John Spillane

$1,000 - $2,499

Annunciation Home School Association
Annunciation/Our Lady of Fatima: Ladies’
Guild
Annunciation/Our Lady of Fatima: Men’s Club
Catholic Schools Week Collection
Teresa Comas
Aisling and Ryan DeSola ‘96
The Dougherty Family
Laura Finneran
Paula and Michael Gillan
Mary and William Haugh
Kenneth Hoffman ‘57
Joseph Houlihan ‘68
The IBM Foundation
Sandra Fallone-Kovacs
Marion Kristensen
Michelle and Timothy Larkin
Bernadette and Vincent Leva
Mary Ellen and Peter Marrinan ‘76
Oonagh and Patrick McElhatton
McSherry Family Charitable Trust
Jeanine McDermot ‘77 and Kevin O’Brien ’76
PepsiCo.
Megan Brown ‘74 and Christopher Powers
Lillian Benway Pullano ’57
Jenny and Christopher Rush
Regina and Paul Saake
Marion Conner Samson ‘72
Melissa and Peter Spero ‘83
Katie Angelilli ‘78 and Daniel Sullivan ‘78
Christina and Richard Trizano
Robert Weireter ‘73
Carolyn White ‘60

$500 - $999

Maura and Jerry Andrews
Anonymous
Kristina and Walter Bach
Michael Calvert
Elizabeth Conlon
Janice and Brian Costigan
Salem and William Crabtree ‘86
Cara and Patrick Cronin
Danielle and Marty Currid
Joseph DiMenna
Cathryn Melnyk ‘92 and Brian Duffy ‘91
Cathy and David Duffy
John Duffy
Fiona Fahy
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Beth and Kevin Finnerty
Valeria and Jeffrey Gallotta
Stephanie and Robert Howley
Rebecca and John Kerrigan
Carole Morelli Kozloski ‘71
Patrick Marrinan ‘70
Kristen and Glenn McDermott
Tara and Edward Monaco
Maureen and Martin Noonan
Patricia O'Loughlin ‘72
Jeffrey Paccione ‘74
Carmel and Thomas Queenan
Andrea and Dr. Gerald Singer
Sheila and Michael Sohr
Thomas Sullivan ‘76
Mairead and Robert Treacy
Mary and Eugene Walsh
Judith and John Zilm

$250 - $499

The Accetta Family
Anne and Vincent Alexander
Sarah and Andrew Bazil ‘92
Carley and Gennaro Bizzarro
Lynne Brown ‘66
Citizens Charitable Foundation
Michael Coneys ‘69
Kenny Deasy ‘90
Tina Pietrantuono ’86 and Christopher
DellaMonica
Jacqueline and Christopher Dillon ‘79
Angela Donovan ‘57 and Eugene
Donovan, Jr.
Jennifer and Peter Downes
Nancy and Christopher Favorito
Sharon and William Gallagher ‘72
Tina Marie and Richard Gannalo
Sarah and Brian Gilchrist ‘89
Nancy and Philip Grealy ‘69
Ronald Jones ‘52
Frank W. Keffas
Linda Pistecchia Kirkpatrick ‘91
Mastercard
Sheryl Weireter ‘71 and William
McCafferty ‘49
Tracy Merritts ‘91 and Michael McCue
David McGovern ‘83
Mary Colligan McShane ‘73
Colleen and Stephen Melnyk ‘78
Kathleen Gilchrist Moyna ‘84
Catherine and John Murphy ‘73
James Nugent ‘59
Thomas O’Connor '80
Debra O’Sullivan ‘86 and Emmett
O’Lunney
Thomas B. O’Moore ‘71
Christine and Joseph Pilone
Mary and Michael Potenza
Danielle and Joseph Puglia
Thomas Quinlan ‘89
Lillian Russell
John Scarpone '60
Leslie and Gene Sepe
Elizabeth and Gregory Spero ‘74
Ryann and Matthew Sullivan ‘03
John Tracey
Karen Oppermann '62 and Robert Wasp '62

$100 - $249

Michael Allen '77 and Paul Allen '66
Amazon Smiles
Adelaide Amend ‘50
Lisa Innamorata ‘76 and Steve
Apostolopoulos
Mary Fitzmaurice ’92 and Andrew Barnes
Meghan Barry ‘07
Neuberger Berman
Patricia Berrios
Jennifer and Peter Besada
Robert Booth
Bill Boylan ‘61
Adrienne Brazier
Nancy and Tom Brennan
Veronica Brophy
Tina Hult Brown ‘62
Maeve and Thomas Byrnes ‘69
Antonella Schirripa Castanaro ‘68
Crista and Vincent Castelli
Richard Cataldo ‘60
Valerie Cipriano
Kristen Henry Cochran ‘02
Carol Coleman
Daniel Coleman
Marianne Conlon ‘86 and Fergal Conefrey
Edward Conlon ‘79
Louis Cordasco ‘77
The Cotaj Family
Francis Cotter ‘77
Robert Curtis ‘84
Brenda and Vincent D’Alessandro ‘57
Christine Grealy Brown Daly ‘62
Dell Technologies, Inc.
Nancy McArthur DiLeo ‘68
Nicholas DiMenna ‘57
Jacqueline and Eric DiMiceli
Garry Doncourt ‘52
Brianne O’Toole ‘97 and Emmet Donnelly
Aileen Finnerty ’00 and Brian Doohan
Christine and Matthew Downs
Theresa and Samuel Draddy ‘79
Katherine and Kevin Dunn
Alan Dworetzky
Nancy Faris
Jessica and Jason Felice
Fidelity Charitable Foundation
Janine and Miguel Figueiredo
Mary E. Fitzgerald '77
Annie Fitzmaurice
Patricia and Thomas Fitzpatrick
Alexis and David Fogarty
Virginia Pagen Fox ‘59
Catherine and Dr. Carl Franzetti
Eva Fryscak
Jeanellen and Larry Fullam
Jean O’Leary Gaffney '66
Irene and Richard Gill
Barbara and Sean Kelly
Eileen Golden
Mary Ellen Golden
Hilda and Rick Gonzalez
Sherrie and Kenneth Greehan
Patricia DeStasio Greiner ‘65
Paul Guarneri ‘64
Margaret Finneran Hark ‘75

Annual Fund Donors
$100 - $249 (continued)

Jennifer and Michael Hefner
Melissa and Michael Hollywood
Kathy and Ron Jedlicka
Amanda Joao ‘09
Patricia Hoffman Keane '57
Andrea Petillo Kish ‘61
Tara and Nick Konstantakopoulos
Kerry and Matthew Kusic
Annunciation/Our Lady of Fatima: Ladies of
Charity
Dede Elser ‘80 and Brian LaRock
Gail Acken ‘57 and Scott Leggat
Margaret Leyden ‘98
Jean Neary Look ‘58
Evelyn and Richard Lovisolo
Sharon and Gary Lowney
William Ludt ‘61
Veronica and Nuno Luis
Fady Maghak ‘80
Mark Maiello ‘71
Michelle and Marc Mancini
Patricia Gilchrist-Mancino ‘75
Patricia and John Manning
Dr. Jeanne Marconi ‘72
Suzanne Gilchrist ‘91 and John Marley
Dorothy Mayerhofer
Estelle Mayerhofer
Donald McArthur ‘60
Jennifer and Denis McCarthy
Briana McElroy ‘10
Eileen McElroy
Maureen McGrath
Karen and Thomas McKenna
John Mills ‘77
Jean Esposito Mitrakos ‘57
George Moonan III ‘58
Ursula Amend Morris ‘50
Armena and Michael Mulvey
Brian Murphy '71
Karen O’Sullivan Murphy ‘83
Network for Good
Maria Besada-Nunez
Alessandra and Paul Olivio ‘90
Marguerita and Sean O’Neill
Toni Ann and Richard Orlando
Donald O’Toole
Danielle and Anthony Palumbo
Jeanne Pepchinski
Jerilyn and Richard Petrillo
Elia and Tony Pietrantuono
Marie Postner
Lisa and Lawrence Rosso
Patricia and Robert Rutledge
Mariellen and Robert Ryan
Linda and Ken Sakacs
Michael Salvati ‘65
Lisa Sershen ‘92
Richard Schultze ‘73
Thomas W. Schultze ‘75
Ronald Seelbach '56
Helen T. Shea '50
Katherine Shost
Roma and James Shupe ’65
Rosanna and Vincent Siciliano
Adele and Joseph Sinnott

Robert Sohr
Richard Spota ‘53
Jennifer and Neil Squillante
Anne Sullivan
Maggie Sullivan ‘11
Oleida and John Sullivan ‘82
Margaret and Noel Tannian
Geraldine Taylor
Kerry Tobia
Patricia and John Tobin
Suzanne Melnyk Tripp ‘81
Elizabeth Van Bramer
Karen-Gromley-Vitale ‘71
Judith Vitolo ‘65
Baila and Bruce Waldholtz
Nancy and James Walsh
Nancy Waters ‘61
Sheila Waters ‘58
Yvette and Christopher White ‘74
The Pfizer Foundation
Marie Villani ‘93 and Patrick York
Katherine Yurista ‘56

Up to $99

Joyce Trainor Altieri ‘55
Mary and Edward Amato
George Apostolopoulos ‘06
Michael Apostolopoulos ‘13
Nikki Apostolopoulos ‘10
Marjorie and Paul Auteri '68
Peter Auteri ‘65
William Becker
Luise Bethencourt ‘58
Rae Freedson Bottino ’54
Robert Brancucci ‘74
Kelsey Buongiorno ‘09
Danielle and Anthony Burgio
Michael Byrne ‘66
Marisa and Gerald Cammarata
Joseph Castro ‘77
Richard Ciampi, Jr.
Diane Clerkin
Regina Conlon ‘80
Marilyn Wigle Connors ‘57
Evelyn and Joseph Cosgrove
Regina and Joseph Coughlan
Kathryn Cucuzza ‘09
Niamh and Pauric Curristin
Robert Deasy
Rosa and Johnny Dilullo
Eileen and James Donovan ‘58
Carol Valla Doran ‘65
Christopher Farago ‘01
Janet Fitzpatrick
Alice Gaffney
Joseph Gallagher ‘77
Jennifer Mulligan Godshall ‘89
John Gormley ‘74
Elizabeth Harrigan
Kozue and Christopher Hiddelson ‘74
Nancy Houlihan ‘66
Kimberly Koppel Hunter '84
Johnson & Johnson
Elizabeth and Thomas Kane, Jr. '58
Mary O'Loughlin Knowles ‘65

Arianna Apostolopoulos Kosky ‘08
Barbara Tedaldi ‘70 and Paul Lepley
Robert Levine
Caitlin Lowry ‘98
Michele Fitzpatrick Maier ‘01
John Manning ‘77
Frances and Eugene Maxwell
Judith and John McArdle
Karen and Gene McCrory
Maria and William McDonald
Taylor McElroy ‘04
Thomas McGarry
Thomas McShane ‘06
Patrice Tracy Melley '66
Laura Mills ‘83
Marie and Richard Monaco
Martha Monitto
Joan Moylan ‘63 and Karl Mosch
Margaret Murphy ‘70
Arthur J. Opel '64
Anthony Parisi ‘93
Alicia Barry Parrish ‘71
Anna and Joseph Possavino
Henry Powell '56
Arthur Regan ‘76
Margo Ressa ‘79
Catherine Florio Revellese ‘74
Thomas Richter '64
Jeanette and John Ryan
James Salerno ‘64
Lindsey Sepe ‘09
Daniel Sheridan ‘80
Agnieszka and Thomas Spaun
Janet O'Moore Speight '62
Angelo Squillante ‘18
Neil Squillante III ‘16
Andrea Casella Taylor ‘83
Joan and Frederick Tierney
Gerard B. Tracy, Jr. '62
Katherine Van Bramer '07
Stacey O'Toole Vellines ‘71
Kerri Walsh '10
Maryellen Walsh
Michelle Weigand
Tom Whelan
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Why I Give
“We are proud to be a part of the
Annunciation School community. Through
the school, we are blessed to know that
our two boys are receiving an excellent
and well-rounded education while learning
Catholic values; and as parents within this
community of families, teachers, priests,
administrators and more, we appreciate
the warmth and support that we provide
one another, especially over the past year.
We give to the Foundation for the benefit
of all the students and also to support the
faculty in all that they do for the school."
– Regina and Paul Saake, current parents

"As a proud alumnae and a parent of a current student at Annunciation
School, I know by donating to the Foundation, that my family is helping all AES
students achieve their academic best. I personally have found that the traits I
attained in AES’s classrooms and on the court playing basketball— cooperation,
perseverance, ambition, respect and determination — ultimately contributed
to my success in business and in my personal life . This is why my husband
and I elected for our son to attend AES. I truly treasure all the wonderful
spiritual, academic, and social experiences that my AES Catholic education
gave to me, and now our child will be experiencing them. Annunciation School
has committed to educating students to the highest standard of academic
excellence which ensures all students excel. This is why my family gives to The
AES Crestwood Foundation, as the Foundation has been an enormous resource
in helping Annunciation School to continue to provide such an extraordinar y
education for many. "– Tracy Merritts-McCue '91, current parent

“The AES community
has opened its arms to
my children, offering
them an environment
of faith, kindness and
academic excellence. We
are honored to give to the
Foundation and support
AES, faculty, administration
and volunteers to
prepare and inspire our
students to go out into
the world and lead with
competence, conscience and
compassion.”
– Jenny Garzon Rush,
current parent
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Ways to Connect and Give
Help Us Meet This Year's Annual Fund Goal!
Our 2021-2022 Annual Fund goal is $140,000.
Please help us by renewing your donation!
By Credit Card
Credit cards are accepted via the school's
website: school.annunciationcrestwood.com/
giving
By Check
Checks may be made payable to "AES Crestwood
Foundation" and mailed to the school at
Annunciation School
465 Westchester Avenue
Crestwood, NY 10707
Matching Gifts
A corporate matching gift is a wonderful way
to multiply your gift. If your employer has a
matching gift program, but the Foundation is not
among the the recipients, you can request that
human resources add us to the list. Please contact
us if we can assist you in any way with matching
gift paperwork.
Gifts of Stock/Gifts From Retirement Funds
Stock and gifts directly from a retirement account
may be donated to the Foundation. Please
consult with your tax advisor on the tax benefits
of using either gifting method.
Thank you in advance for your support of our
current Annual Fund campaign!

The Monsignor Dugan Society
As a graduate of Annunciation School or as a
parishioner of Annunciation-Our Lady of Fatima, you
are a beneficiary of the vision of the founder of our
parish, Msgr. Timothy Dugan. It was his inspiration,
and the donations of many past parish families, that
has led to the wonderful school and beautiful church
that we have today. To honor his leadership and, in
his memory, we have created the Monsignor Dugan
Society, a way to gift money to the Foundation through
planned giving. By remembering the Foundation in
your will, you will ensure the continuation of Catholic
education for the children of Annunciation School.
Please consider including the Foundation in your
estate planning.
For more information, or to notify us of your
membership, please contact Michael Gilchrist at
nelinechapter@aol.com.

Feast of the Annunciation Challenge Gift:
Almost $17,000 Raised
One of our generous supporters once again issued a matching gift challenge in
honor of the Feast of the Annunciation: matching every Feast donation received
dollar for dollar up to $5,000. Our community rose to the occasion! Not only did
we raise over $11,000 for our school in just a matter of days, but we ultimately
raised a total of almost $17,000 in honor of the Feast of the Annunciation! Thank
you to all who accepted the challenge!
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